
Drive a High-Tech Learning 
Environment with Nile
Experience always-on Wi-Fi 6 connectivity with built-in
security for your students and staff.

Today’s classrooms are now high-tech learning centers that 

empower students to learn, collaborate, and solve problems.

Traditional networks are not built for the influx of Chromebooks,

tablets, and smartboards simultaneously accessing the internet 

for digital learning applications. Additionally, securing these 

minors’ devices is a complexity. All this results in a lack of 

seamless connectivity that impacts learning ability, time, and cost

Nile provides high-performance wireless and wired network 

connectivity for your K-12 school, delivered entirely as a service.

74% of teachers have digital game-based learning to 
enhance lessons.

83% of all 12- to 17-year-olds have a smartphone.

GUARANTEED SERVICE LEVELS, FINANCIALLY BACKED

Nile delivers your network with guarantees that meet your needs.

These service levels (SLAs) are calculated monthly to validate that

 thresholds are met.

Availability. We make sure your network is always-on – no glitches 

in the middle of learning.

Capacity. We deliver a WiFi6 network that is ready for the multitude 

of students’ digital learning application access. 

Coverage. We install a network that has end-to-end full site 

coverage, even in the hallways and staircases.

A NETWORK THAT’S PLANNED-INSTALLED FOR YOU

Nile delivers your complete network as a service (NaaS). We come

 visit your site and plan for the best network capacity and coverage. 

Additionally, Nile service includes full installation costs.

ALL-INCLUSIVE, PREDICTABLE PAY-PER-USER COSTS

Pay for what you use. Nile helps eliminate high upfront hardware

costs, that are then compounded with unpredictable add-ons,

such as security components.

Nile delivers always-on, secure connectivity to your students and

staff on a pay-per user model. A pay-as-you- go model that scales

up and down as  you use. This creates a more relevant, predictable

cost model.

A NETWORK THAT’S SECURED & MAINTAINED FOR YOU

Engineered for zero trust, Nile is built for no un- authorized

access to your network full of minors and no proliferation

of malware.

To meet your SLAs, Nile monitors and maintains your

network for you.

Software/Security Updates are automatically taken care

for you.

Hardware Lifecycle Refreshes are planned for and taken

care of by Nile.

Troubleshooting. If there are problems outside your Nile

network, the Customer Portal helps you narrow down the

issue, i.e. your ISP or application.

.
CASE STUDY: ST. ALBERT THE GREAT CATHOLIC SCHOOL

“Once Nile was installed, it was the first time that we 

didn't  have any connectivity issues.” 

Rochelle Perez, computer technology teacher.

Teachers operated in spotty classroom coverage that had 

them planning for two lessons: one if there was connectivity, 

and one in case not. The Nile service resulted in full site

coverage with seamless roaming and WiFi6 capacity 

everywhere.

Visit nilesecure.com for more information


